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Presentation Notes
Defining Urban Regeneration in regards to LMHC’s current and desired future state.  The History of Community Housing & Regeneration in context of LMHC, HDC and The City of LondonIntro Slide- In this section we will go over: GENERAL ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND APPROACHREVIEW OF COLLABORATION FRAMEWORKRESOURCES, PLANS, and NEXT STEPS	The London Plan – Policies and tools to advance RegenerationRely on the policies and strategies of the City to help make regeneration happen and reduce upfront costsEg…use for questionsPay Development Permit fees upfrontPay DCsPay Parkland Dedication Fees



Defining Urban Regeneration 
in regards to LMHC’s current 
and desired future state.

BACKGROUND



Defining Urban Regeneration

Site Regeneration
Is about supporting 
sensitive growth and 
change in our 
neighbourhoods so that 
they are sustainable and 
prosperous over the long-
term. 

Social Revitalization
Engages and supports tenants. 
Transitions buildings into more 
supportive and integrated 
communities, and collaborates 
with partners to advance 
housing and whole life stability. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building purpose and intent on sites Intent to engage tenants to being critical to all LMHC strategies Not just a conversation about connection between healthy homes and healthy communities



− Isolated Communities
− Aging Infrastructure 
− Poor Land Efficiency
− Lack of Housing supports
− Unsustainable business model
− Informal supports and partnerships

Sustainable Community
Housing

LMHC’s Current
Environment

LANDSCAPE

− Integrated Communities
− Sustainable Infrastructure 
− Leveraged Land Value and Appropriate 

Density
− Integrated Housing Supports
− Mixed Rent model
− Structured Partnership Agreements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Takes work….Significant barriers and the opportunities only get unlocked with the right policies, plans, and practicesChallenges of current model and the solutions are 2 different approaches to housing.Our goal is to make them one…and leave no one behind.



Our History

A long history of 
attempting to address 
the needs of an inward 
looking and aging asset 
portfolio within a
challenging service 
delivery model.



Early Reports (2009 – 2012)
July 6, 2009 CPSC (Community and Protective Services Committee 

via Council Housing Leadership Committee)
May 18, 2011 Finance and Administration Committee
June 20, 2011 Municipal Council 
June 12, 2012 Municipal Council (convened as SPPC)

Action Reports: (2015-2018)
HDC Business Plan and Incorporation
End of Social Housing Operating Agreements Report
LMHC Reports and Budget Deliberations on Building Conditions
London Plan – Urban Revitalization
City Budget – LMHC Regeneration (Starting in 2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not unique in an Ontario contextPreserving Social Housing is important because much of it dates back 40 to 60 years.  In 2015, AMO estimated that the capital repair backlog in social housing stood at 1.5B in the Province of Ontario. Not just a London challenge….the solutions will have to be London solutions.HDC, Shareholder Declaration,  July 2009 – letter from LMHC requesting that a focus be placed on the redevelopment of public housing previous Councils directed the governance framework intended to support LMHC as a business corporation in leading and guiding its work within  anAccountability framework set by the shareholder and initiate the exploration of what we now have as the Housing Development Corporation, London (HDC) 



Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funding started in January 2018; preliminary work began August 2017Starting point covered off only 2 yearsGoal is to provide ready for the next multiyear budget cycle plans and resource requirements are clearIn 2015, recognizing the need for regeneration to begin within the term of the City’s first multiyear budget, the City, the newly formed HDC, and LMHC worked together to advance an initial budget for regeneration The initial budget does not address the rapidly aging housing stock in total but sets in place the start of a dedicated capital allocation, noting that the existing capital plans set in place at devolution did not accommodate the intensity of use or the level of need for major lifecycle repairs and replacements at LMHC.   As such, the condition of the LMHC portfolio, like most public housing providers, aged more rapidly than most multi-residential buildings, despite our best efforts at property management reflecting the best possible services within the available resources.Our challenge is always retaining as many units in stock as absolutely possible with the lowest possible vacancy rates.These strategies have hindered…not helped the intense use of LMHC sites and many of the challenges that we will need to address through regeneration. 



Establishing a Framework 
for Regeneration. 

OVERVIEW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro Slide- In this section we will go over: GENERAL ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND APPROACHREVIEW OF COLLABORATION FRAMEWORKRESOURCES, PLANS, and NEXT STEPS	



Guiding Principles

Lead Organization
LMHC is the lead organization, 
building on the support of its 
partners

Decision Making
LMHC decisions must best serve 
tenants, communities, and the 
shareholder

Communication
LMHC will ensure all stakeholders 
are fully informed 
communicating frequently and 
transparently

Portfolio Mix
LMHC will be a landlord 
providing a range of subsidized 
and market housing

Community Parnters
LMHC will be a community 
partner, seeking and engaging 
in new partnerships

Tenant Engagement
LMHC will engage and involve 
tenants in the planning process 
to help achieve the LMHC vision



Guiding Principles

Sustainability
Development plan resources and 
funding will focus on sustainable 
developments

Iterative Planning
plans will be iterative, and fluid 
to identify early wins and build 
on opportunities

Financial Instruments
LMHC will leverage assets and 
manage debt in accordance with 
the Shareholder

Flexibility
Lessons will be learned from 
successes and challenges and 
the plan adjusted accordingly

Strategic Parnters
HDC and the City of London are 
strategic partners in support 
and service to regeneration

Mixed Funding
Revenue, financing, services, and 
partnerships will look to all 
sectors and governments



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building on the LMHC Values…WE CARELMHC will manage a culture of change in the organization and in the communities we serve and will collaborate and involve other agencies and sectors in this initiative for the purpose of building great neighbourhoods.ADVANCING LMHC VISION AND MISSIONRegeneration will provide tenants “healthy homes”in “safe and supportive communities”.



Regeneration Roles

LMHC is the owner and project leader of the LMHC 
Regeneration Strategy

LMHC is committed to working closely with the City of 
London as the Service Manager and Shareholder

LMHC is in a strategic partnership with the Housing 
Development Corporation (HDC). As Development 
Manager, the HDC is working  for and with LMHC

In LMHC 
Regeneration, 
We ALL Care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CITY- SERVICE MANAGER, SOLE SHAREHOLDER, SHARED SERVICES - Includes Planning Tools, Financing Tools and Resources,  Legal, etcHDC - SERVICE MANAGER FOR AFFORDABLE DEVELOPMENT, DEVELOPMENT AGENT / SERVICE PROVIDER TO LMHC  FOR REGENERATIONLMHC - REGENERATION LEAD, LAND OWNER, TENANT MANAGEMENT, SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 



LMHC Strategic Goals
2017 - 2020

City’s Strategic
Areas of Focus

Connected to LMHC 
Strategy

City’s Objectives
Connected to Areas of Focus & 

LMHC Strategy

• Improve, renew and maintain the 
homes that we offer

• Stake out our critical role in supporting 
housing stability and preventing 
homelessness

• Engage, Assist & Empower Tenants

Strengthening Our
Community

• Diverse, inclusive and 
welcoming community

• Caring and compassionate 
services

• Improve, renew and maintain the 
homes that we offer Building a 

Sustainable City

• Robust infrastructure
• Strong and healthy 

environment
• Beautiful places and spaces

• Improve, renew and maintain the 
homes that we offer

Growing our 
Economy • Urban Regeneration

Alignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the urban regeneration tools required for LMHC revitalization strategy are already embedded into We will not only need to leverage all available government program and funding sources to advance in regeneration but we will also need to advance our local tools.  Many such tools are anchored in the strategies, policies, and development plans that already exist within the City (and County). Using the CITY’S STRATEGY and the urban regeneration tools embedded in THE LONDON PLAN to guide the policy framework Council will through the regeneration of our urban neighbourhoods :Maximize land and infrastructure efficiencies;Facilitate appropriate intensification;Expand the range of housing choices and supportive land uses;Explore the redevelopment of public housing projects to stimulate regeneration and community improvement. ).



Directions Policies

Plan for a Prosperous City • Plan for cost-efficient growth patterns;
• Revitalize our urban neighbourhoods;
• Invest in and promote affordable housing to revitalize neighbourhoods

Build a Diverse City • Revitalize our neighbourhoods to serve as community hubs;
• Develop affordable housing that attracts a diverse population to our city 

Build mixed-use compact 
city

• Sustain, enhance and revitalize our neighbourhoods;
• Plan for intensification;
• Ensure a mix of housing types within our neighbourhoods;

Build strong, healthy, 
attractive Neighbourhoods

• Promote connectivity and safety;
• Design complete neighbourhoods (ages, incomes and abilities);
• Create social gathering places where neighbours can come together;
• Integrate affordable forms of housing in all neighbourhoods; 
• Explore creative opportunities for rehabilitating public housing.

Make wise planning 
decisions

• Engage stakeholders in all planning processes;
• Think “big picture” and long-term;
• Plan for affordable, sustainable infrastructure;
• Ensure new development fits within existing neighbourhood

The London Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
16 Policies in 4 City Directions Supporting LMHC Regeneration



Policy to Plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just because the policy framework is in place does not mean that the planning framework is readyFortunate to have a solid policy framework form the NHS to Local London PlanComing slides identifies a number of programs and approaches that require work to allow regeneration to work (Capital Reserve Policy); restricted and protected (political influence) Public housing providers across Ontario struggle with historically low funding formulas and operating agreements which are expiring while infrastructure is aging.  All social housing programs are undergoing a period of significant transition as the Provincial and Federal Government work toward program modernization and the implementation of post operating agreement models.    Like all Local Housing Corporations, LMHC is faced with the need to plan for the renewal of aging infrastructure in an environment of both considerable uncertainty and emerging opportunity as new funding and programs emerge. Regeneration can only advance with support from all orders of governmentProvincial Strategies, Programs, and Funding Provincial Social Housing ModernizationNational Housing Strategy, Programs and Funding



A Ground Up, Three Phased 
Approach to Regeneration  

Action Plan

Phase One
Plan the Plan

Phase Two
Develop the Strategy 

Vehicle

Phase Three
Site Regeneration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro Slide- 	



Goals Activities (Not exclusive lists)

Baseline Data 
Collection and 
Review of Best 
Practices

• Establish Baseline Information
• Gather Industry Knowledge and Standards
• Build an Assessment Management Framework for current and 

future mapping needs
• Determine Local Demographics, Trends and Projections
• Verify Intersection with Other Local Plans

Define Project 
Scope and 
Relationships

• Define the Project Parameters and Key Terms
• Establish Areas of Activity and Work
• Develop the Broad Phases of the Project Plan

Set Governance 
and Project
Structure

• Structure the Core Team and Key Resources
• Develop Terms of Reference and Related Agreements
• Establish Issue Management and Resolution procedures
• Determine Governance, internal and external resource needs

Action Plan – Phase One

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase one was completed between August 2017 and March 2018. Phase one really was about Planning the Plan: determining Roles, Scope, and Initial Leads. Underway



Goals Activities (Not exclusive lists)

Develop an 
Engagement 
Strategy

• Align LMHC Tenant Engagement Strategy with Revitalization Plans
• Establish a Regeneration Support Table
• Develop Change Management Strategies to Mitigate Tenant and 

Community Impact
• Develop Communication Strategy and Tools
• Develop Regeneration Network with Other Providers

Establish Rules, Tools 
and Initial Financial 
Plan

• Determine the Service Manager, LMHC, Municipal and Other Programs, 
Policies and Considerations related to Regeneration

• Develop Initial Capital Plan to align with current and next mulit-year 
budget cycle

Master Regeneration 
Plan Development

• Define Broad Multi-Year regeneration plan
• Prioritize Regeneration plans based on Decision Matrix
• Determine General Asset Sale, Acquisition, Divestment, Repurposing 

Strategy

Action Plan – Phase Two

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase Two began in March and is anticipated to be finished by December 2018. Engagement Strategy – Talk about our new Asset Based Community Development & Tenant Engagement strategyRules – Need to determine tenant selection and mix rules, land use planning consideration, provincial policies – relate to shareholder agreement flexibilityMaster regen plan – Phased such as Phase 1 2020-2025, Phase 2 2025 to 2030



Goals Activities (Not exclusive lists)

Develop Site Specific 
Regeneration Plans

• Define Detailed Plans for Individual Sites
• Ensure plans integrate within Local Communities 
• Ensure Plans are inclusive of Current and Future Tenant Strategies

Action Plan – Phase Three

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timeline 2019 - ?



Regeneration Framework
Areas Project Resources Timing and Phasing

Physical sites and 
structures

Planning and Land
Resources

Initial Strategy Planning and 
Governance Structure

Social and Community 
Context

Financial and Development 
Plans

Initial Regeneration Actions/
Quick wins

The rules and tools
of social and affordable 
housing

People Management and 
Engagement Strategy

Creating Long-term 
Sustainable Action Plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action Plan focuses on a matrix of priorities, resources, and phasing



The London Plan – Policies 
and tools to advance 
Regeneration

Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro Slide- In this section we will go over: Rely on the policies and strategies of the City to help make regeneration happen and reduce upfront costsEg…use for questionsPay Development Permit fees upfrontPay DCsPay Parkland Dedication Fees	



Local Planning Tools

Community 
Improvement 

and 
Secondary 

Plans

Special
Policies

Bonusing
Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tools will encourage investment and revitalization under Council plans;Stacked to support other federal/provincial programs (including NHS); London (& County) will need policies to permit social revitalization and affordable housing for DC’s and other municipal program considerations; Redevelopment to a higher intensity of use is being considered;Detailed planning is required to maintain stability and character; andTools will define a coordinated approach for multiple propertiesEg Secondary Plan (Huron and Boullee) Boullee and Victoria Street (Park) 



Example

Ottawa’s Rochester 
Heights replaced 26 
ageing townhomes 
with an 8 storey 148 
unit, affordable mixed 
rent public housing 
building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 acre, 100 unit public housing townhouse site  (circa 1960’s)To a Multi-Phased  RedevelopmentGreater public goodRevitalize communities and linking into neighbourhoods Integration of other services (childcare, library, firehall, 



To Support Regeneration

Advocacy
Advocate for policies and 
funding from other orders of 
governments

Planning
Advance mixed stacked and 
mixed developments with 
LMHC and throughout the 
community

Collaboration
Assisting in plans to maintain and 
stabilize housing during tenant 
displacement. Collaborate with 
community agencies for social 
and site revitalization

Priority Rules
Create new priority rules to 
assess and support tenant mix 
and diversity

Housing with 
Supports  
Implement Housing First tools 
and supportive housing with 
a focus on mixed 
communities 

Flexibility
Through the Shareholder 
Declaration, provide LMHC the 
necessary flexibility to plan for 
the future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work requires specialized work teams to include other areas of civic administration to support regen (planning, building, housing, homeless prevention, legal, financial) Housing First Tools – assessments and support to have a mixed of populations 



Financial Support

Reserve Funds
Currently LMHC does 
not have the authority 
to hold reserves and 
reserve funds. To ensure 
regeneration activities 
LMHC will require the 
appropriate financial 
tools for future planning

Rent-Loss
During tenant 
displacement Operating 
income and budgets will be 
negatively impacted by the 
reduction in rent. LMHC 
may require assistance to 
stabilize operating budgets 
during this time

Capital Investment
2020- 2025 budget forecast 
submitted in 2015 will  
require modification. Initial 
projections were qualified 
with the understanding that 
figures may change upon 
completion of long-term 
strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old systems needs to shrink as the new system grows; this will require an upstream investment 
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QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Council approved budget allocation to initiate the Regeneration of Public Housing started on January 1, 2018.  This presentation summarizes the past work leading to this strategic initiative, and provides the initial actions and steps taken to date and plans required to advance the revitalization of LMHC properties.Last year when LMHC and HDC met with Council as our shareholders we recognized the approach of this plan as the start of the change needed at LMHC to revitalize our aging infrastructure and support the health of our communities within the broader London and Middlesex neighbourhoods that we are in.I am here today, with Steve and Dave Purdy (as key supports to LMHC) to provide you a first dive into the framework, strategies, plans, and needs of regeneration as we see them today.   These will be fluid discussions and we will be back to Council many times….not only with updates, but also with recommendations through us, HDC, and Civic Administration on ways to activate lands, engage tenants, involve communities, establish the program and funding framework.   Regeneration of LMHC will be a long and perhaps ongoing process - but we have started and look forward to the fruits of this work.
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